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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 

4 – 85 to100% 

3 – 70 to84% 

2 – 55 to69% 

1– 30 to 54% 

0 –Below 30% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 

4–Thoroughly 

3 – Satisfactorily 

2 – Poorly 
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1 – Indifferently 

0 – Won’t teach at all 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 

4 – Always effective 

3 – Sometimes effective 

2 – Just satisfactorily 

1– Generally ineffective 

0– Very poor communication 
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4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as 

4–Excellent 

3 – Very good 

2 – Good 

1 –Fair 

0–Poor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers. 

4 – Always fair 

3 – Usually fair 

2 – Sometimes unfair 

1 – Usually unfair 

0– Unfair 
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6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student exchange, field 

visit opportunities for students. 

4 – Regularly 

3 – Often 

2 – Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 
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8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you in cognitive, 

social and emotional growth. 

4 – Significantly 

3 – Very well 

2 – Moderately 

1 – Marginally 

0– Not at all 

 

 

9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 

4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0– Strongly disagree 
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10. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course outcomes and 

programme outcomes. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2– Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0– Never 
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11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to you. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0 – I don’t have a mentor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1–Rarely 

0 –Never 
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with providing right level of 

challenges. 

4 – Fully 

3 – Reasonably 

2 – Partially 

1 – Slightly 

0– Unable to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to overcome them. 

4 – Every time 

3 – Usually 

2 – Occasionally/Sometimes 

1 – Rarely 

0 – Never 
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15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring, review and 

continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning process. 

4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0 – Strongly disagree 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential learning, 

participative learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing learning 

experiences. 

4 – To a great extent 

3 –Moderate 

2 – Some what 

1 – Very little 

0 – Not at all 
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17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 

4 – Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

 

0 – Strongly disagree 
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential 
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for enhancing 
learning experiences.
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18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life skills and  

employability skills to make you ready for the world of work. 

4 – To a great extent 

3 –Moderate 

2 – Some what 

1 – Very little 

0 – Not at all 
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18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life 
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17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities.
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, Multimedia, etc. 

while teaching. 

4 – Above 90% 

3 – 70 – 89% 

2 – 50 – 69% 

1 – 30 – 49% 

0 – Below 29% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good. 

4 –Strongly agree 

3 – Agree 

2 – Neutral 

1 – Disagree 

0 – Strongly disagree 
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector, 
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.
1.680 responses



 

21. Give three observation/suggestions to improve the overall teaching–

learning experience in your Institution 1,680 responses 

Good 

good 

Nothing  

Nothing 

nothing 

very 

good 

Good 

Nil 

Good teaching 

Excellent smart 

class 

no comments!! 

good faculty 
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20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is very good.
1,680 responses

4 –Strongly agree

3 – Agree

2 – Neutral

1 – Disagree

0 – Strongly disagree



learning environment 

Very good 

Excellent 

- 

GOOD 

Teaching is good no 

comments good 

satisfied No 

self learning 

teachers allowed student in which they are intresting no 

suggestions 

can providemorevideoclasses its ok 

A bit of practical teaching is needed 

Concepts can be thought via presentations and videos Wanted 

more video lectures 

Real time examples 

I have improve my studies and skills it's 

better 

Can teach more practically 

Teaching is overall good 

None 

it'sbetterplacetodevelopeourknowledgeeverythingisokhere Good. 

give practical knowledge Interact 

with students 

Practical knowledge can be improved 

Giving assignments inorder to enhance our industrial skills 

1.Still don't know the purpose of retest in unit exams,instead of having retest u can have 
assessment 2.very less interaction 

between teacher and student.Ifstudentfailsin any subject that doesn'tmean his weakness,on 
that dayhemight have been poor 

healthorthecircumstancesmaybedifferent. 



3.AnnaUniversityitselfmustchange theirexamschedulingbasedonsingle 
test.Theymustgivencertain amountoftimelikehow 

company'sconductexamviaonline..theexamshouldbeopenportal.. 

Thank you 

To smart class room and practicals Real 

timeexample 

Interactive to the students 

Using LCD projector more 

satisfactory 

1)ithinkthatthe teachersshouldteachthestudentswithmore classandlive examples 2)wewould 
likethe 

teachertoteach usmorethingsout ofthe box 

NOTHING 

needed coaching class at last 2 periods 

conducting retest is just wasting time because students are not sincior in that wants to know 

aboutmany things apartfrom subject 

excellent 

No suggestions 

want to be patience ofstudent activities. to give 

video class 

to include more video sessions all 

good 

fair 

imporvetheteachinglevel no 

not bad 

can have more ppt classes 

More hands onsession 

More tests 

At the whole am very much satisfied 

Theyshouldteachthe conceptsinlcdprojector Practical 

Use good teachers 



Teachers should teach practically not theoretically. Teachers 

should helpstudentsinwhattheywanted tolearn Teachersshould give 

support 

Increase practical classesso that it can help understand the conceptsstrong. Technical learning 
through 

laptop can be done 

I want more real time examples in teaching 

Placementtrainingwillbegiveearlier 

Shouldbeinteractive. shouldteachwithmodels. shouldtellpracticalapplication Everything is 

ok andverywellsatisfaction with theinstitution 

All are comfortable for me... hope this continues for upcoming years too... Share some 

newtechnologyinformation 

Practical examples Smart 

teaching 

Regular interaction with students To 

giveexamplesaboutthetopic. 

Explain the concept with real time examples. 

To improve the teaching using smart class. 

The teaching is good even though we lack of the concepts so we need some application oriented 
examples & real 

Time examplesto improve ourselves. 

Can do more video classes and with real time examples Interact more 

with students. 

Require more of practical learning. 

Canimprovetheclassinteraction 

Very good coaching and extra classes are given. 

Encouraging ofstudentsis better 

For complicated problems,real time examples can be given more 

2.To spend a time for 2 period a week to discuss about the growing technology and giving logical 
reasoning for 

placement 



Teachers are not preparing well before teaching. Only some does. So teachers also should work 
hard then we the student 

communitywill improve our education better. 

Please make more video classes for better understanding of new concepts. 

Teachers must know that in what way student are interested and makes him/her to encourage 
in his/ her way that's my kind 

request 

PPT method for teaching should be more 

1.Toteachwithmorereallifeexamples 2.tomake 

usmorecomfortableinsubject 

3.to tell more about the subject withoutsyllabus PPT for 

problematic papers. 

Theymust arrange at least one industrial visit in a semester. 

2.Teachers must teach topics as application oriented instead of just giving notes 3.Interaction 

sessionmust be conductedtoimprove soft skills 

1.Comparison between students ,,,,,the teachersaid that he orshe get good marks ,why you can't 
,,,, 2.Give more priority to 

students who and allstudying well 

3.Ifadullstudentwritteneverythingalsotheteacherdoesnotgivemarks,, butifabrilliantstudentsmake 
mistakes also the teacher 

gives mark,,, 

1.Guest lectures can be conducted more often. 

2.Hackathons can be conducted. 

3.Other extra technical tools can be made available to students as a part of their daily classes. 

Teachers should say the real time examples, not what was there in the book. 1.stress without 

environmentshould prevail 

More video class Evrythingis 

wellandgood 

While teaching the teacher should say the real time examples and it should be the beyond the 
syllabus Teach as students 

understand the topic, don't need to teach continuously give some break, after lunch don't keep 
the theory subjects keep 



problem subjects 

More practical exapmles and practical industry related concepts should be taught Sports should 
be 

encouraged 

Sports should be encouraged 

OTHER(1,248) 

Sports should be encouraged 

Must give some communication practice with everyone because still now some of them are not 
out of their circle 

and not exposing themselves. 

Teachers must learn the concept thoroughly and able to deliver in an effective manner and the 
teachers evaluate 

the exam paper based on the presentation which should be avoided they need to check how the 
student had 

delivered the taught content. 

Can teach applications of the concepts by experimenting rather than theoritical methods. 

Very good 

Nil 

Everthing going good 

*To explain every concepts with real world examples to easily understandable by everyone. 

To present some video sessions with interactive session and also simultaneously to learn 
a new concept which 

must be applicable or useful to our subjects. 

To encourage the students of their own field of interest as much as possible. 

Make use LCD or projectors and etc while teaching the classes 

Should make students to involve in real time activities related to the subject we study..could 
make it more 

interesting and lively with more suitable examples. 

regular feedback from students 

It is already goo 

Can be more interactive 

Can be more interesting 



Mentors should identify.. each students weakness and problem to encourage them. 

Each and every course should be taken thoroughly and it must be understandable for every one. 

Teacher have to teach the basics and further all clearly 

1.It can be more like a digital learning. 

2.rather than teaching subjects they should teach currently trending technologies. 

3.professor's should be more friendly than now. 

Already said like before teaching classes using projector makes learning more interactive 

The learning method could be in a enhance way. 

By improving facilities in lab 

Can interact with the students more 

Its already well now..there is no extra efforts needed for the improvement of teaching 

-Need projector teaching 

-Need special care on moderate scoring students 

Very good 

A bit of practical teaching is needed 

Can help in doing more projects 

Nothing 

Nothing to say 

Can try different type of teaching methodology where the students won't get bored of.. 

Give sufficient amt of break 

Don't run behind portions 

Teaching can be made according to situations n technology 

And keep seminars , video class and lecture classes more 

Give more effect, use TCT tools 

Good 

Effective lecture can be given by good interaction 

Need more interactive guest lectures & workshops related to our course field, practicing to 
teach with by ict tools 

and also by telling real time example related to the subjects 

Explain with more examples.. 



Want more projector presentation classes 

My institution's way of teching is satisfactory to me 

Can do better 

Practical oriented learning.. 

Teaching with ICT tools can be encouraged. 

Improving the software facilities in laboratory. 

Concepts can be thought via presentations and videos 

GOOD 

To improve soft skills 

To understand students mentality 

To make their own choices 

Encourage them 

Need more effective guest lectures and workshops related to core subjets . Also practicing to 
teach with ict tools 

like slides & video to the students. 

Nothing required already good 

Concepts can be thought via presentations and videos 

Take the students to industrial visits often.Atleast 2 IVs per semester. 

To understand students mentality 

To make their own choices 

Encourage them 

Good 

Book supplied doesn't help us in any cause 

Not more than that 

Real Time Application oriented classes and more interactive sessions. 

It is good 

No need such improvements 

More lifetime examples should be added 

Ppt sessions should be increased 

Use more ICT tools to make learning interesting 



Can explain briefly 

Expecing this to be contiued till end 

use examples... illustrations while teaching concepts 

Teaching is good 

Good 

Wanted more video lectures 

Conduct some test 

More practical classes would be better.Real time applications can be discussed. 

Good 

Wanted more video lectures 

Teaching method should changed. 

Planning of learning should be advanced 

To give live examples or use a projector to learn things in a better way 

Can allow mobile 

Allow to interact efficiently 

Need more practical sessions 

Everything is good. 

Interactive teaching 

At the Whole am very much satisfied 

Institution provide the facilities more it is good for all. 

Good teaching. 

Give more extra curricular activities to all. 

Usage of electronic gadgets can be done. 

Extra curricular activities must be encouraged to all students equally. 

Teach effectively ,encourage effectively 

PPT for problematic papers 

A bit of practical teaching is needed 

Good, excellent,innovative 

Can teach some more practically,that makes us to think out of box. 

More video class can there 



not more than that 

Teaching with application will be more beneficial. 

Usage of projectors should be increased. 

Good teaching 

More use of MultiMedia and projector 

Everything is perfect 

Wants more classes using projectors 

Teach Practical with Theory 

Good 

1.please improve the way of teaching 

2.focus more on real time concept which are related to our syllabus 

3.please avoid unnecessary rules 

4.please encourage and motive students 

Need Effective Application oriented lectures 

Don't give stress to the students 

Give real time examples while taking classes , Introducing more valuable value added courses , 
Encourage to 

perform in extra curricular activities 

More smart class needed 

1.Better can teach practically. 2.Can give more and more notes. 3.Can give us a break in between 
the class times. 

1.Class Tests should be conducted frequently 

2.A summary of the previous classes should be given at the start of the class by the teacher or 5 
minutes should 

be give for the students to refer what we have done in the previous class 

3.Notes of a lesson should be given before starting a lesson and made to study before starting a 
lesson and when 

the teacher takes the subjects it would be more of an interactive session when we have an idea 
about it. 

I am very satisfied with the institution. 

Great 

Relate the concepts with practical knowledge 



Always update the concepts and ideas 

Always keep practise test 

notes can be given respective subject. Concern Teacher can give attention in communication 
engineering. 

1.focus on real time concepts based on the syllabus 

2.ensure the best way of teaching 

3.please encourage and motivate student both in academics and other activities 

everything is good 

Show animations and videos explaining the concept rather than by lectures. 

Ppt class should be conducted 

Notes should be given properly 

Teacher should Give some time to go through 

It's good 

Every thing is good in our college 

Should be with proper syllabus books 

Good teaching 

Not much strict enough 

Teach little bit slowly 

Give extra concepts for understanding  

Good but need to have bit more interaction with the students. 

Nothing to say!!...Just keep on going like this without any problems!! Teaching wise, caring wise 
no problem for 

me... Having great experience with them!! Hoping this is to be continued till the last semester 

       Thank you 

....... 

Staffs should be friendly to students. They should encourage us. 

The instruments in the lab can be improved 

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 

Have give more examples related to the subject 

Give assignments 

Conduct test 



Can use projectors more effectively. 

Can move more friendly with students. 

Can be more interactive in class. 

*Interactive and innovative sessions can be taken. 

*Field visits can be improved. 

Practical observations are very useful for learning 

Complete the portions earlier 

Extra information on the topic will be useful for us 

Practical teaching should be improbe 

All the theory classes should be turned as labaratoy classes/suitable notes should be given by 
the consent staff 

members/information should be given to improve our skills regarding placement 

Encourage active and practical learning. Make connections to real-world applications of the 
course material. 

Provide for meaningful teacher-student interactions 

The break period timing should be increased/canteen is very poor/Xerox notes is good than c.w 

I like the faculties very much because they always encourage me and give all information which 
is very helpful 

for me.I like this institution very much. 

Leave the students in their own way so that they can learn many things they want.don't irritate 
the students to 

bring their parents often to clg for some small reasons.change the syllabus include only those 
are useful to the 

particulars dept.provide more IV and allow them for the other clg sympo etc.allow mobile 
phones for students and 

allow them their freedom like boys girls talk(no problem).if a student finishes his/her exam allow 
them to leave 

the hall.provide many function and occasion in their particular clg respectively.! 

Encourage students base on their talents. 

Make students free from their stress. 

Make them to know about lastest technology. 

Allow them to take phone . 



Mere asking for fine or making them to wear formal dresses won't get students the mentality of 
an engineer .... 

But providing the essential awareness and feeding them the engineer's mentality rather than 
pushing , does it ... 

We have a lot of online classes , youtube videos , e-learning websites and much more for 
academics to teach us ... 

All we need is a faculty who mentors the all round development of a student and turning them 
into responsible 

citizens .... Otherwise the college is fine ! 

Can help students understand with real world scenario. 

Usage of ICT tools can be more 

Need better experienced teacher 

Encourage the students based on there interest and passion. 

Don't judge a student by his academic. 

Allow students to participate in extra curricular activities. 

We want video class for every subject 

I have improve my studies and extra skills 

Real time examples 

I have improve my studies and skills 

teaching method was good so nothing to say negative things 

I have improve my studies and skills 

Use more ict tools for teaching 

n/a 

Need more pratical session 

Discuss out of the box 

Mingle with the students 

Real time examples , 

Current trends with studies 

More live teaching 

Try to be free with students 

Encourage extra curricular activities 



Identify strengths of induvuduals and help them to focus on it 

1.Teaching more that what is given by providing some real life examples. 

2.self explanation kind off learning 

Practical scenario based learning 

Bring in more practical oriented learning 

Teachers need some practical knowledge 

To improve ICT tools in college 

Should teach in easy way that a student can understand 

The staff are so good in our institution. I want more applications based class. The staff highly 
interactive with 

student 

Use of ICT tools 

Quality education needed 

nothing 

Teachers should be well worsed in their subject, teachers should treat every students equally, 
students voice must 

be raised out. 

Don't follow partiality, give some practical classes that's it 

More real-time example 

Exposing new technologies 

Teachers can interact with students 

Teachers can conduct more class tests so that we can be prepared before examination 

No issues 

- 

Dont force the students for every situation 

They can 

Application oriented and real time examples to be inculcated for better understanding of 
concepts 

Not to be only syllabus oriented 

To provide extra information relating to the topic 



Everything is gud but we should emphasis on practical learning try to reach every student And 
ask for there 

difficulties 

They should want to communicate with the students 

Make the students to follow the passion 

Live examples... conceptual study... 

Try to be friendly with students 

Continue to encourage extra curricular activities 

Nothing like that 

We need more practical then theory 

Pratical teaching for the students in subjets 

The overall learning process is good but the are few multimedia,LCD projectors... 

1.Interact more with the students 

2.teach in smart classes often 

3.real life examples will make us easier to learn. 

Concentrate not only on studying but also on learning 

Real time examples 

Most of the teacher are friendly and good,but some of my teacher are no so good . 

But nothing can be said on the teaching way, they are good 

1.They can teach through smart class. 

2.Teaching the topic with real time examples. 

3.They should give atleast one day gap during internal exams. 

Develop soft skills ,internship,workshop awareness among students .motivates the student to 
prepare for the 

project in first Year. 

Good teaching,Good guidance 

Smartclass implementation, more practicals, projects 

Use PPT to while teaching 

Could reduce tests and keep training often 

Priority to students 

They can interact sometimes 



No such issues 

Extra example need to understand concept clearly 

Preparation,Explain Examples,Diagram 

Ppt classes should be made available more for more practical understanding 

Could be even more useful if all students were given training on how to do project during our 
course years. 

Can do better 

Nothing 

Satisfactory 

Good 

classes demonstrating practical application of what we study can be improved 

Teaching based on placements from starting 

Explain with many examples and comcepts 

Industry's requirements are entirely different from the syllabus.. Actions could be taken to join 
the ends. 

Allowance of company tech people to interact with student at the beginning of third year to 
share their 

experiences. 

2.Teachers must involve talented students in their PhD part so that students can earn 
experience in prior. 

OK but there is no exposure 

Very good teaching very well. 

Teaching is very good in our institution 

be with technology 

goood notes , good teacher , good collehe 

Video classes 

Industrial visit 

To make more projects 

Want to allow mobile phones 

Interaction with the students,conduct quizzes 

Would be better if we are provided more practical sessions 



Awareness about recent advancements 

Better knowledge to progress in our career path 

They should allow students to participate in competitions without frequent permission . 
students always used to 

wait in front of hod room for two days for getting permission even for a smaller competition 

Awesome teaching 

Provide internship opportunities in core companies 

Can make engineering more practical 

Practical teaching 

Teaching to improve skills but not mark as marks can be obtained by reading books. 

Every teacher should guide their students to become an entrepreneur. 

Teaching through the examples And practicals 

Should motivate the students who have arrear. They keep on demotivating them. Not allowing 
to join any 

extracurricular activities or worshop,etc., 

I would like to select my teacher 

1.Make teachers to learn what we learn they are not teaching us just come to class and blabber 
something not 

everyone but some people do that often. 

2.Proper maintenance of laboratory with fully equipped tools should be mandatory, because of 
lack of tools and 

knowledge to Staff's complete knowledge is not delivered to students. 

Syllabus should be updated, what we have learned is outdated 10 year's back. 

Provide students their own space to interact and clear the doubts 

To Promote library hours and to the should promote physical games. 

. 

improves infrastructure , creating extra talents of students 

1.Good Facility for students to learn the concepts. 

2.Excellent teaching faculty. 

Very Good 

nothing to tell 



practical applications 

advance technology 

easy exolanations 

good 

no comments 

1.Good Faculty 

2.Good facility 

good 

don't concentrate more on marks 

if the relationship between student and every teacher are good it will be more convenient and 
improve in our 

progress. 

teach with more examples 

practical mode of teaching can be given 

very good 

1.Must allow mobile phones/laptops so students can improve their extra knowledge during their 
free time 

2.should provide more practical approach 

very good 

need more internships,field visit opportunities.need more interaction with teachers and 
students.faculty should 

encourage and friendly going with students. 

no comments 

it's better 

1.provide more approach on practicals 

2.allow mobiles 

3.improve communication skills 

reduce the strict level in campus 

Need more video classes. 

Need some more interactive sessions. 

Wanted some workshops to be conducted. 



1.Good faculty 

encourage student 

Need more video classes 

Need some more interactive group discussion session 

want to conduct some more workshops  

very good 

use projectors and practical classes 

pratical classes are required 

very good teaching and learning experience but it can even be improved by providing practical 
classes . 

give equal importance to practical 

prepare before attending class 

its better 

it's better 

Laptops can be allowed 

good 

weekly one or two period must be allowed for P.ED for student. 

teach practically and more seminars, ppt class 

practical knowledge can be given 

Teachers can be friendly. 

Class tests can be conducted often 

More topics at a single class MUST BE AVOIDED. 

1.talented teachers 

2.maintaining discipline 

3.good facility 

extra care about students technical knowledge. 

everything is okay 

Can give more live examples for the concept s 

Students friendly staffs 

Sports interest 



Give seats through sports cota 

students at least one student a department 

Want teaching illustration much more based on applications. 

And provide more awareness about the existing opportunities for students to avail. 

Change the rules 

Should provide video session 

The number of industrial visits can be improved 

more digital classes / practical learning/ students can form groups and understand a concept and 
present it in their 

perspective 

Kindly treat the students with little kindness and lead a matured institution 

Use smart class regularly 

Very good 

good 

Can teach more practically 

Good ..keep it up.. 

Interaction between students and teachers must be improved 

Professionalism must be improved 

More workshops can be conducted. 

More of Practical learning can be helpful. 

Teaching is very good 

Satisfied about their helping mind and teaching skills. 

No queries 

Teachers are more friendly. Should develop students practical thinking. 

Teaching level is good 

Teaching level is good 

My staff's are always good 

Good 

1.The chapters should be discussed with examples. 

2.The practical session should be increased. 



3.The practical session for programming should be increased. 

More practical class should be available 

Can be more interactive 

Nothing 

Due to pressure from management the teachers are focused on results and not in student's skill 
development 

I wasted my four fucking year. 

Good 

Excellent 

1.friendly communicate 

Must have practical learning. 

Mentor should be supportive. 

Validation of paper should be done according to the key and based on Anna 
University. 

College should focus on developing the communication skills of their students. 

More practical classes can be taken. 

More workshops can be conducted. 

Classes should enhance the subjects to be interest.We need more extracurricular activities.And 
to gain more 

informative things. 

It can be made some more practical 

Knowledge on real time applications should be provided 

Can show more video classes 

To teach more practically and exaplaining every concept with its applications 

Need to be 

Practical 

Interactive 

To be attached with students,more seminars,and encourage to participate 

Giving a logical task everyday such as aptitude, quizzes, puzzles helps the learners to improve 
their logical 

thinking and they won't get tired of learning... 



Application oriented teaching is welcomed. 

Video classes are required. 

Company oriented training must me available. 

Inter & intra-Departmental activities and events are appreciable. 

Better notes 

Good 

LCD classses required 

show more av classes 

It's enough nothing needed to be improved 

Practical experience 

Exposure 

Encouagement 

Increase number of video classes 

Teaching via smart class 

Notes should be sent individually 

Its Good 

Maintain the same is follows for up coming engineers. 

Very good teaching 

Doing more practical learning,Giving more projects 

Make students gain knowledge through practical experiments. 

The practical explanation should be give so that the concept would be easy to understand  

Regular tests are conducted 

Our performance are discussed 

And appreciated 

Good 

The teaching should be not just to score marks but to gain actual knowledge 

Judging students only by marks should be eradicated and the double standards of the faculty 
should be stopped 

Well 

Our teachers are enough to teach us to reach the subject 



Good 

Some practical experiments should be done to understand subjets and concepts 

Everything is ok 

Good startup to our career 

To encourage and support lateral entry student 

Nil 

Nill 

Need more practical bases teaching 

1Assignments given can be improved. 

2 Current expectations can be discussed . 

3 Opportunities in various domains can be made known to the students . 

It could be better in all aspects 

Can improve ict class 

Practical learning should be improved 

Good 

In my point of teaching and the way of they give their explanations are so good . 

Can teach more with application oriented 

IV to companies 

Relationship among students 

smart class may improve the overall teaching 

Teach with some example relevant to subject 

Practical teaching, Industry personnel concepts 

Need Digital teaching 

Practical sections 

Field visits 

By taking practical clases 

More video classes required 

Need to teach more out of syllabus 

Need to improve.. 

Teach with example relevant to subject 



They can take class with interesting way 

They can leave break sometime for each topic for refresh 

Give time to relax 

Give some more motivation 

My suggestions for teachers is to be more interactive among students and gives basics 
introduction about the topic 

has to taught 

Try to solve with examples everytime 

Practical demo is preferable one than theoretical one 

Should understand student mentality and provide necessary advise to gain knowledge in any 
specific domain 

No suggestions. Everything is great in our institute. 

In smart class 

Nothing 

Nothing to say. 

teaching is good 

Maintain the same 

1.Subjects can be shown in projector once in week. 

2.Give preference to game or sport once in week. 

3.Give awareness about competitive exams. 

To improve the teaching methods 

Make us to learn nd experiment projectors more and smartclass about our needs for our carrer 

Good 

Good 

Technology improvement can be made by allowing mobile,other value added courses can be 
practised 

Identify students' interests and promote them...some may like coding ,some like technical...both 
has to be 

encouraged.. 

Only the students who know coding are encouraged. 

Respect a student 



It should be more practical 

Good 

Nothing needed! Our institution is best in all over 

Nil 

Want to teaching about how to survive 

To teach our teaching staff's to improve our practicality of learning 

To teach our staff's Please don't give us imposition .we are not a school kits 

Good 

I feel that if the institution allowed phone inside the campus then student can able to search and 
gain more 

knowledge and then they can give out more output . 

I was strongly disagreed on the institution rules that boys and girls no talk. We are not able to 
approach the girls 

in our group discussion some boys are having more shy to talk with girls so if you allowed it then 
the would feel 

comfortable in their jobs. 

Other then this i feel that there is a lot of difference between sec and sit. But you are saying that 
we are not 

differentiate sec and sit and teaching level was excellent in sec comparing to sit please provide 
more facility for sit 

students also. 

Need some improvement 

Teach the concepts practically 

To have more video classes 

Improve the program language for all the department compulsory for IT and CSE student 

Conducting Hands on session 

Guest lectures 

Smart class platform 

Hands on session must be improved to the current technology . 

The mentor should have special sessions with their mentees and help them to identify thier 
strengths and 

weeknesses, altogether they should live upto the defination of mentor. 



Teachers should make their approach of imparting knowledge to thier students in an interactive 
and much more 

understandable methods, they should understand that spreading knowledge is not just limited 
to placements and 6 

lac and above CTC. Knowledge is a life long gift and so should be the lifeline of the concepts 
learned in the 

college. 

College education is not just limited to attending classes and putting up the attendance, life long 
lessons are 

those which are learnt outside the classrooms. The teachers ( No matter whether they are the 
mentors of thier 

respected students or not) should encourage each and every student to actively participate in 
extra-curricullar 

activities such as:- 

Sports 

Communication enhancing activities 

Frequent workshops and seminars 

NOTE :- THE FEEDBACK AND RESPONSES DELIVERED ARE ON THE BASES OF PAST 1, 2 and  

ongoing 3 Sem as on 29/07/19. 

No suggestions..it's perfect..it's just our responsibility to carry on 

Conducting hands on session 

Conducting guest lectures 

Smart class learning platform 

It is enough for me 

Teaching is overall good 

Much more live example with easy understanding can be given 

Increase video classes 

Teaching is overall good 

Discussion with previous year question papers every month is suggested 

Everyday revision before new chapters will give a better glance on the portions 

Exams with required leave in the middle can help us to study better with less pressure 

Nothing . 



Good 

Everything is good 

None 

Video based classes want to be promoted 

THEY ARE GOOD IN TEACHING 

Teaching is good 

Teach us slowly,be motivative and give us instructions regarding technology 

It is satisfactory 

Good experience 

use more practical teaching 

decrease the tests 

More practical knowledge 

Explanation need more 

they should give importance for average students 

They should give marks fairly for every student 

Goood 

There can be something done to improve our practical knowledge even more. 

Good 

Suggest to provide Smart learning Environment 

Need more egs for the topic 

The teachers should look into all the students about their talents 

Teaching at the best 

Efforts by the institution is good 

Campus is Nice 

Nothing 

To improve the quality of teaching and to encourage the students who can't study 

Good keep going 

No Comments 

Extra informations. 

All perfect 



No need improvement 

Good 

Nil 

Explain with examples 

it's better place to develope our knowledge every thing is ok here 

it's better place to develope our knowledge every thing is ok here 

Good and excellent 

Example based teaching. 

Can be more digitalized with more examples 

No interaction between boys and girls 

No college tour 

No phone allowed 

These things should be allowed 

1)Smart classes can be implemented. 

2)Teaching can be made more practical. 

don't force the students to run behind the marks.over strictness make the student feel 
stressfull.so Please give 

freedom to them.thank you. 

explain concept with more examples 

Visual examples can be given to us more 

Video class. 

With reality example 

By giving good training using LCD projectors multimedia 

No need suggestions 

Want to improve practicality methods of teaching 

Improve creativity of students instead degrading him/her 

Smart class , innovation in teaching,practical teaching 

Giving Notes 

Make the class Attractive while teaching 

Use of ICT tools should be made frequently 



Must encourage to indulge in activities other than studies 

Equality should be mounted among students 

Sry no comments, we got prepared by good faculties 

Very excellwnt staff members with depth in their subjext knowledge... 

Application oriented teaching is required 

Good teachers and very good guideance from the department 

More LCD projectors can be used 

The guidelines given by the staffs are to the great extent. 

I request them to include more presentation class than theory class period. 

Talk to students and try to understand them 

To teach from multi media 

Practical explanation may help us to learn many things and its application. 

Good 

Teaching can be done professionally like using projectors 

Good 

Excellent 

Excellent 

Excellent 

no improvement needed everythng is good and satisfactory 

Friendly conversation 

Activities 

Games 

giving space to the students 

not shying on them like a accquest 

Usage of LCD displays. 

Involvement in programming course. 

Encouraging for workshops,internships etc. 

keep it up 

Best place to learn and grow 

Good. 



1.Usage of LCD projectors for the improvement of conceptual learning. 

2.Asking the students to take seminar on simple topics. 

Nothing 

Need to be more interactive with students 

Projectors are placed in each and every classes.but they are not used to it. 

industrial visit should be taken often to enculcate more ideas n us. 

Engage with students, teach new topics,keep updating about environment 

Good 

Give even more informative &initiative cls for all range of students. 

Nothing ekse 

Communication can be improved 

Good 

Don't give assignments 

Don't dominate us when we failed in our exams 

Support us 

Teachers can interact with students to improve the students activities in subjects 

Good learning experience 

good 

Give a video lecture about subjects 

Give some activity to make it learn easily 

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. 

Use technology to teach effeciently by giving more examples through it 

Encourage active and practical learning. 

1.technical learning 

2.practical education 

3.use less amount of paper 

Practical class should be given . interaction should be made towards subject 

Good 

To teach practically with ppt 

Good 



To teach practically with ppt .. 

Worst indeed ! 

Teachers need to improve their way of representing the content to students. 

Other than this everything is good. 

Needs to have more industrial visits to have a better practical knowledge especially in our 
department 

It was satisfying to me 

They can add some industrial visit for the students benefit. 

Can give more seminars for the students in syllabus to improve their communication and 
learning skill. 

To make some motivating guest lectures in furure. 

To give us a practical experience 

Good teaching no improvement needed. Need some leisure time. 

Institution can make us to gain better practical knowledge in our subject. 

Need to take care of the each student 

Placement and coaching 

Can teach more practically 

It is better though ! 

The teaching is good. 

The learning experience can be good if extra effort was taken by institution promoting the 
multimedia usage for 

better way of understanding concepts! 

ADC concepts should be explained in much better way. 

Maths teaching is good but some voice modulation required. Less vioce leads us to sleep so.. 
Loud voice required. 

Nothing required 

Teaching is very good in my institution, there is no need in improving anything. 

i am just studying second year, I am just started to experience learning, Till now its very nice. 

1.Need to improve communication skills 

2.Need to provide practical knowledge 

3.Must provide everyone to participate in extra curricular activities 



1)Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well 

2) Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts 

Discussion about new update in technology 

Everything is fine 

more video classes 

More real Time application can be shown 

Giving More Practical Explanations and Real Time Problems and their solutions while Teaching. 

Informing the More Industrial and Real World situtations about the subject to the Students. 

1.More time for practising & Combine Learning 

2.Special time must be given for placement preparation in college 

Stressing Students Should be Avoided as it can affect their Health 

Use LCD projector more for teaching,pointing the strength and weakness of the students should 
be more efficient 

and teachers should encourage the students for extra curricular activities so that the students 
can improve their 

own talent in them. 

please understand the students situations 

Encouraging extra curricular activities 

All the teaching methods carried out by my institutions is well good. 

All I want to say is not to stress students on the completion of observations and records coz it 
feels completely a 

waste of time, either record or observation can be done but now both of them..I hope u can 
understand! 

Portions can be thought little slowly 

Inceptive approach towards learning is required. 

Information about competitive exams must be shared by faculties 

Importance to extracurricular and Co curricular activities should be improved little better. 

By taking practical classes 

Practical learning, 

Industrial visits. 

Good 



Good 

Everything is good 

should use led projector and multimedia while learning or teaching. 

The overall teaching is good 

Improve practical section 

Practical oriented must be implemented 

Various examples must be taken for making us understand the concepts 

3.projector teaching May be used 

good 

To teachby application oriented 

Practical teaching is required to improve our skills 

Cover all syllabus 

Conduct class test 

Good.. 

Concentrate to average and poor learning students,avoid partiality by paying more attention to 
top students ,help 

average students by finding their strength and kind towards them 

Can use visual teaching technique 

Don't be partiality with students 

Can use the multimedia facilities to enhance learning.can extend the time to be in library 

teach with the practical knowledge of the subject. 

Good 

motivation,need more practical knowledge 

Teachers must focus on teaching the concepts with real time examples rather than book 
examples. 

They must explain the concepts correlating with modern advancements in technology. 

They must show many videos related to each & every concept in classes. 

Must make use of projectors more than the board teaching. 

try to teach more practically ,avoid corniring students ,encourage extra circuilar activities 

1.Some teachers should develop teaching skills 

2.encourage each and every student for their betterment 



3.Give repeated practice in syllabus 

Good interaction 

teachers should move in friendly way to students 

students should not be given oppertunities based on their academics 

exposure to the external world should be promoted 

students pressure for the academics should be relieved 

Maintain the same as always 

May teach with additional applications and examples for easy understanding. 

1.use of powerpoints during classes 

2.conducting industrial visits regularly 

nothing to say 

good satisfactory 

good 

need to improve visual learning 

slightly ok 

teaching process is good,teachers illustrate the concept with examples 

The teachers should form a friend zone in a class with the students 

To give more practical experience 

Encourage students to involve in various activities 

projector class and industrial visits 

Should concentrate more on knowledge development of the students and practical experience 

yes 

More workshops should be conducted 

Cope up with current technologies 

monitring the students 

provide more industrial visits 

need more guest lectures 

give practical knowledge 

give practical knowledge 

1.Students can be given an opportunity to choose their teachers. 



2.giving more practical experience would do good. 

3.giving field experience to students can make learning more effective. 

Interact with students 

Students friendly 

prctical oriented teaching 

friendly apporach,encouraging students in extra curricullar activities 

Give teaching through LCD projector 

Give equal opportunities to each and every student 

Involve the students to participate in sports 

Good 

good 

promoting peer-to-peer classroom visits with time for feedback,Strengthen peer-to-peer 
instruction,Promote and 

nurture effective and active teacher learning communities. 

give pratical examples 

Use technology to see others in action,Positive. Keep your students engaged with a positive 
attitude,Active. Keep 

your students thinking. 

good 

Prepared, You should know the course material.Organized,Have a plan for what you want to 
teach.Clear,Effective 

teachers can explain complex ideas in simple ways. 

satisfied 

Good environment 

More usage of multimedia while teaching 

And visiting of Industries should be available at least once every month or semester. 

Engage students. 

practical knowledge than theoretical knowledge 

more industrial visit 

seminars based on real time applications 

good well teach 



need more practical knowledge than technical knowlege for all students and also encourage 
students in 

extracurricular activities and sports they are allowing only students who get only pass marks this 
is unfair. 

I have learnt lot of this from this collge 

Friendly environment 

Motivational talks 

practical knowledge implementation 

need of teaching with more exampes 

Can be more practical 

More importance to hands-on-training. 

More industrial exposure 

Upgrade the curriculum to reflect current market technologies. 

Industrial visits can be made relevant to subjects 

More Laboratory facilities can be done. 

Practical knowledge can be improved 

A little bit leant 

Improve monitor classes 

Avoid re-retest 

Concentrate more on providing core knowledge to the students 

Practical knowledge can be improved 

Yaa.regularly 

No one else 

Change test method 

Change Book provided 

More technical and practical knowledge of concepts. 

practical sessions can be conducted often,extra courses can be offered 

practical understanding of subject concepts are required 

Use Projectors 

Teach with more examples and application 

to show more video section and encourage to visit for industrial visit 



conduct test,change the way of teaching,interact with student. 

To give more practical session 

professors can teach the syllabus in english and communicate mostly in english so as to inculcate 
the 

communication among the students. 

teaching methodology 

communication 

need practical class 

more example 

Interact with students 

Teaching with the help of projectors using online resources in class can be implemented for the 
improvement of 

knowledge and updates in industry. 

want to workout more problems in class,exams. 

teaching in smart classes can be enhanced to make it in a better way. 

best college to get pass marks and to get more knowledge 

encourage practical learning 

take the students to worthy industrial visit regularly 

communication instruments shall be allowed 

encouraging in practical learning is required 

teaching students the need and the applications of what is learnt is necessary 

the teaching should be improved by showing examples such as lcd and projector view and the 
industrial visit in 

our college is very poor. 

providing visual classes,teach apart from syallabus,industrial experience 

intreraction to studnts 

machine learning,practical sessions 

Needs Much interaction 

use the projector to take classes ,it is never use before 

good 

#my think is teacher give more attention to the student 



#extra curricular activities not there(if there means arrears student not allowed to attend this 
program or any 

games )... 

#there is no smart class in class room ... 

more video classes 

value added course 

nothing 

Teach it in a practical way 

Teaching through smart classes can be enhance to make teaching in a better way with a lot of 
interactions. 

want to workout more university problems in class. 

industrial visit should be increased and should be worthy 

Learning with projector may be increased for enhanced experience in class. 

Industrial visits can be increased for visual experience in industry. 

Online study materials and resources can be increased. 

#my thought is to increase care of student and improve facilities of college.. 

1.ore practical knowledge to the student should be provided. 

2.quality of education should be improved 

3.education through ICT tools is neccessary 

practical learning should be encouraged 

smartboard usage,more practical rather than theoritical 

teaching through ppt 

practical classes should be given more importance,taking classes with modern tools,weekly one 
guest lectures 

teaching through ppt 

teaching with models,explaining withreal time examples,motivating us by knowing our skills. 

good 

expected more practical way of teaching 

extend more events 

lab facilites 

need ppt classses 



to give practical exposure and examples based learning 

Practical teaching methodology must be inculcated. 

Application oriented teaching. 

Teaching level should be upto the industrial expectation. 

Need some video classes,practicals 

need more practical examples, 

need better communication with each and every student, 

special encouragement to all students. 

exams,application oriented,projector class 

exams ,video class 

practical classes can be improved 

satisfied 

teaching should be practical 

mode of teaching is good. 

The Teaching should be Practical and explained to the student via smart class. which could make 
the student to be 

more attentive in the topic. 

overall its better 

allow mobile phones to college. 2. free the students to learn on their own 3. dont restrict the 
weak students to 

participate in the extra curricular activities 

Should encourage some extra curricular activities and technical field activities. 

21 

Give practical knowledge and individual teaching and the students are scared to the teacher so 
please rectify . 

1.theory classes can be thought with practical knowledge. 

frttf 

needed more explanations 

way of communincation should my easy 

should give sums 

To maintain the existing system 



good 

good 

good 

good 

Encourage self learning 

Use more video classes 

More guest lectures 

Now it's good try to follow these in future generation 

Video classes may improve practical knowledge .. 

Need video classes 

Good communication and caring 

Need to learn through smart class 

And help students to over come their difficulties in subjects which is tough 

Improve the way of teaching 

The number of industrial visits can be imroved 

Super and very excellent 

Good 

Want to teach experimentally ti understand easily 

No suggestions about teaching 

Can be even more effective in all 

It is very useful for the students . they give more opportunities to us.good teaching methods 

Teaching very well this will be continue 

The pressure given to the students should be reduced. Students can't handle all the works given 
to them as it is 

more than normal. Please concider students stress level. 

Institution provides all the facilities nothing to be mentioned 

Excellent 

Need to treat them as a professional not like a kid 

To teach more practical 

They can give practical knowledge not only in labs as well as in class room. 



They can stress more on using ict tools 

They can allow us to participate in many extra curricular activities 

They could kindly promote the use of mobiles at least for some extend 

Nil 

To make parctical examples 

Be friendly with students,Don't force the students. 

great interactive best 

It should not be bored 

Concentration more on practical will make students to learn easily 

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ... 

Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts 

Make teaching a two way interaction. 

Caring the students in right manner and they boost up us to ignore \avoid the shy and stage fear 

Conduct class test more,condut seminars in the class room,says our week nee to as don't call our 
parents please 

change this procedure because some parents are discraging as ,thankyou 

By using projectors and multimedia 

Keeping class tests in right order weekly 3 times 

Keeping weekly test 

Using projectors 

More LCD projector teaching 

Improve in practicals 

Good 

Giving assignments inorder to enhance our industrial skills 

The institution has already taken necessary steps so there is no need of improvement 

1.classes must taken in practical way...so only we can understand the topic clearly.. 

Good 

Allow mobiles for better learning 

Satisfied 

They can give us practical knowledge 



They can show some videos related to subject oriented . 

Give Assingment, Regular test, practical experiment more 

All faculties are very experienced and knowledgeable persons all are help to improve our 
knowledge 

All is well 

They need to use some technology this. College is like 80's no technical equipments are good. 

They need to allow phones to improve our education. 

Test can be reduce 

Teaching should be done with practical examples.  

Everything going well 

Can do it pratically 

1)To contact class committee meeting 2)To take special friendly care other than academic work 
3)Let allow us to 

part in extra-curricular activities irrespective of academic position 

Teachers are teaching really well so I feel that there is nothing to improve. 

They shouldn’t treat us like a child,practical teaching must be appreciated 

In Derivation topic ,they should have to prepare logically and teach easily understandable to 
students 

Getting the students to go for the any internship and iv 

Already good .there no suggestion to improve the teaching. The teachers use the projector while 
teaching is great 

that only the improvement. The students also like that type of learning method 

Nice and clear teaching 

It will be helpful if there are some industrial visits 

Phone shall be allowed 

Should expose more practically. 

Improve teaching method. 

Aaaa 

Good and Treat all the Student as same.. 

We need hands on training apart from regular activities. 

to give us more practical knowledge 



Good 

Teacher must encourage student 

Good 

Practical works should be given for the students 

Should use the smart boards 

Should make the classes more interesting 

The teachers should watch the students and should not discourage them they should motivate 
them 

1.Can improve video classes 

2.More industrial visits can be given 

Overall good no suggestion 

Good. 

Parctical examples should be 

More examples can be given for better understanding. 

Club activities can be more effective . 

But, good encouragement is given by the mentors to develop skills in each situation. 

Nothing 

Everything thing is good so no need to say anything 

No 

Good 

Good 

Real application example of the topic will explain for afterwards 

To give equal time in sports 

Instead of studying the theories,..it is better to change into practical... 

Use practical approach 

encourage extra curricular activities 

Teachers can have a laptop n smart classrooms are expected. 

Students can be allowed to bring mobile phones to the campus 

Student-teacher relationship can be improved 

Asking question in the middle of the lecture and regular class test should be conducted 



Need more video classes  

Staff should prepare a hint on the topic they are going to teach that day . 

Necessary example should be given in order to make students easy to understand. 

Using of available technology like ppt 

Presentation and videos help us easy to understand. 

Good 

I my point we are getting lots of knowledge and experience through their teaching .No need for 
improvement 

Practical learning must be emphasized 

Very good coaching. 

Effective analysis of student both in academics and co-curricular activities. 

Makes student easy to understand through video classes. 

Give some hands on training and workshops related to our syllabus.It improves our learning. 

Good 

1.Still don't know the purpose of retest in unit exams,instead of having retest u can have 
assessment 

2.very less interaction between teacher and student.If student fails in any subject that doesn't 
mean his 

weakness,on that day he might have been poor health or the circumstances may be different. 

Anna University itself must change their exam scheduling based on single test.They must given 
certain amount 

of time like how company's conduct exam via online..the exam should be open portal.. 

Thank you 

More practical classes needed, syllabus should be changed 

Excellent 

Very effective training is given 

Can give more lab facilities 

Good by now itself 

Good and well 

More practical learning 

Iv 



More exposure 

... 

Intract with students 

Should teach practically 

Assesment test must be conducted 

Real time examples 

little more to be done 

Nothing 

Nothing in particular.Everything is so far good 

1.Rules liberation 

Interact with students more about their studies progress and give real-time views and xamples 

Some faculties need to improve their self according to the syllabus changes. 

Can ask students to do seminars 

Can give much more assignments 

Good teaching 

Encouraging all the students is very important. Motivating the particular student makes other to 
feel 

unsatisfactory. 

the institution was a great one. 

so no suggestion can be given 

Teach happily, don't punish, motivate always 

Take to Industrial Visits 

Innovative teaching 

This 2 days are awesome and we enjoyed it and learn something new in Two days 

1.Want more Industrial Visits 

2.Reduce The rules formulated by the institution 

3.Reduce giving assignment works 

Need to put more videos related to subject and explain practically with some examples 

Need to give more impotance on technical knowledge 

no anything particular but should improve in all aspects 



The education provided in our institution is really good and quality 

1.usage of projectors 

2.teaching in interesting way 

3.extracurricular activities are very less. 

1.video classes required 

2.more Industrial visit required 

3.motivating students required 

Can give good notes to study 

Very good 

Improve the standard of teaching practically 

Nothing 

Good teaching 

A good quality education is given by our Institution. 

Maintain same 

Can increase the usage of ICT tools for teaching 

Dumping up of things at a time can be reduced 

They must teach using video classes 

Need practical knowledge 

Can give proper textbooks which we need . Can give proper notes for some subjects. 

Do the same 

no need 

It was good 

Everything is going well no need for any improvement 

The quality is always good and teaching is effective 

Methodologies were good 

Teaching is good and easy to learn. 

To smart class room and practicals 

Good 

Importance in sports must be given 

To smart class room and practicals 



More practical experience 

Everything is good and wanted to continue the same 

Teachers should share more information with us beyond syllabus 

explain elaborately with examples 

Explain elaborately with example 

Teaching is good 

Should prepare well 

Let us know things other than things related to subjects 

Can conduct class tests 

the practical teaching must made 

The institution can provide even more multiple opportunities 

Nothing 

Teachers should be well versed in the subjects they are teaching, with thorough understanding 
of the concepts 

involved. 

More emphasis should be given towards learning things apart from the syllabus. 

Teaching should be done so that students understand the concepts, and not to just make them 
score marks. 

Very thing is good but more valid added courses need to contact 

Give more assignment regarding the topics 

Don't stress the students mentally 

Give opportunities to everyone 

Can be interactive 

Nothing 

Power point lectures 

Nothing 

Suggests friendly teaching style 

Practical engineering applications as examples are encouraged 

Good 

More application based teaching 

Need interactive sessions and more effective video classes 



Can improve their teaching style using PPT 

Tools are not used while teaching 

Can interact with us more about the topic before teaching 

more realitic examples can be provided. 

The way the teachers teach can be made interesting and interactive a little bit.. 

No imposition because imposition makes us to hate the subject 

Teaching can be made experimentally......need lot of practical training 

Not in my consun 

Good 

All are good till now 

Everything good 

Good 

Require smart class teaching 

Want PDF related to studies 

And perspective teaching skills are required 

Young teaching staff can easily go with students , 

Teach all units as much as possible. 

Excellent 

Overall good 

All the students of a class have to take seminar in a topic of any one subject 

Teachers may support extracurricular activities of students.. 

Nothing 

Very good 

No comments... 

Already good. Nothing to be done. 

Professors ensure each and every concept is understood by students in a simple way as possible 

Technical support in teaching is more easier way to move forward in syllabus 

It is hard to say but , professors should also trust students sometimes in Oder to provide a good 
education 

Need some practical example 



Some extra guest lectures and video sessions shall be conducted. 

Learn to be more patient with students and update their knowledge and not demoralise the 
students 

1.Use projectors in classroom. 

2.Encourage active and practical learning. 

1.Even more Video classes 

2.interaction wih students eg: seminars 

3.updation technical information 

More video classes 

More seminar classes 

Can do well more better 

Good 

Practical session need to get good 

And practial exam should be conducted for each month according to the lab class 

Practical method of teaching, create live projects, learn the latest technologies 

Good 

It's good overall 

Give applications 

Good 

More than enough. 

Need much clearance in teaching not for all staffs but for some staffs please tell them to avoid 
keeping arrear 

coaching in Saturday       thank you. 

Good teaching 

pratical teaching needed 

Should give important for sports for girls 

None 

Good 

Try to encourage students to do extra curricular activities,no need of compulsory improvement 
tests after passing 

the exams 



Overall it was good 

Nothing 

Explain Elobarate with example 

Giving some homework 

I think it is ok to teach . It's enough 

It was very good...the institution make the students to the high level. 

Usage of lcd projectors 

Ambiance in lab must be made good 

Systems are in worse condition 

Institution must provide importance for practical works to improve more knowledge 

Good 

Nothing to improve because everything is perfect 

Can be more interesting 

Good teaching 

Staffs should be more friendly with students. 

Good 

Can improve 

Have to give importance for things which really matters for students future 

Nothing 

Our over all teaching and learning experience is very good 

Need to prepare more 

Give notes , take more video classes 

nothing 

nothing  

To be more clear about the topic and to clearly explain the topic with prior preparations 

More videos and PowerPoint classes for better understanding. 

Practical teaching 

Excellent 

Listening in class is the only way 

Teaching is good so prolong the same till the end of degree 



Industrial visits and want practical sessions 

Awesome 

Good 

Digitalised learning must be implemented for fast learning of all the concepts. Practical learning 
can be 

encouraged rather than theoretical approach. 

Teach more practically than theoretically 

Skills required to work on different environments should be focused. 

Modern day tools and most spoken technologies must be explained often to the students. 

Please continue the same method of teaching 

Class sessions can be taken as practically in order to take in a theoretical manner 

Teaching and learning experience are good in our institution. 

Help to improve our extra curricular activities. 

And also help to creating project knowledge. 

Good teaching 

Teaching can be more technical and application based. 

this standard is enough for us 

Maintaining an interaction session. 

Providing an ease way of accessing staff's knowledge about the subject. 

Teaching is good to learn. 

Teaching can be more practical 

study materials can be given as required, that is understandable by students 

Hands on experience is required 

Conducting technical skill contests regularly 

Extra curricular activities can be concentrated 

More interactive with all students 

Better teachers 

Better examples 

Practical knowledge 

Include interactive session more 



1.Encourage the students 2.week end conduct one important subject test 3.conduct mid term 
test is necessary it 

helps to good marks in model test 

Use more practical examples 

Go slow 

Give one to one attention 

There is no improve in the teaching 

Nothing 

Can be bit slow while teaching Data structures in C 

Can increase the use of internet. 

3 .Can effectively make use of smart classes 

Good teaching 

Can concentrate more in showing video classes regarding subjects and relevant topics. 

Good 

Teachers must have a little more attention towards their students' academic. 

Teachers may inform, while they know, any upcoming events such as symposium and workshop 
that are being 

conducted in other colleges and encourage us to participate in that. 

First response to student needs,don't judge student according to their score in acedmics and 
your views,inculcate a  

friendly teacher-student relationship,it is disgusting that marking of student is incapable or 
insufficient by your 

filth understanding,atlast be a teacher for students and not puppets of the institution 

Nothing to say they are always good in their way 

Not only focus on academic give free to students to concentrate on extra curicular activities also. 

Nothing 

please make the students to collaborate with industrial persons 

make them aware of communities such as IEEE, Sae, etc 

give more time for practical implemention 

Use projectors for teaching, explain with field experience, excellent teaching staff 

In our college good teaching faculties and good institutions provided for me 



Practical experience can be improved 

I request Professors to understand the generation gap,don't expect likes yours generation and 
don't move that 

way ...by following this communication between students and professors can be improved and 
problems can be 

easily solvable 

make them interest in learning by interacting with them 

Provide us more internship opportunities and more exposure to coding related activities 

class should be practically conducted. 

regular assesment test 

seminar class by students 

Good teaching 

Excellent communication purposes 

Improve the performance 

Good 

1.Give more practical examples. 

2.Allow students for extra curricular and co-curricular activities frequently. 

Making classes more Practical 

. 

Not much 

Can give more practical examples. 

Nothing 

Teaching can be made more friendly. 

Practical applications can be used for better understanding. 

practical teaching is required 

Teach beyond the syllabus 

Have a clear knowledge about subject 

Correlate the topics with real time example 

To make more presentation during class 

Good 

Good 



Assign Practicals more often 

Instead of symposium make workshops 

Motivate in out of box syllabus 

time is not sufficient 

Extra lab session is needed for effective learning 

It is already good 

Nothing 

1.More industrial visit opportunities can be provided 

No. Of Guest Lectures can be increased 

Every student in the class can be encouraged into taking seminars. 

Apart from syllabus we need more lessons 

Can have a little more practical sessions  

teaching should be made via entertainmnt 

Everything is good and fine 

self learning 

reduce no of tests and assesments and try to give practical project works more.. 

Stop focusing on marks and focus on understanding on the subject.. 

Dont waste time and paper and keep the internal marks completely on project work which you 
have to keep on 

every semester from the beginning. 

self learning 

Interactive 

do the best 

More ppts would help in better understanding of concepts 

Practical applications can be used. 

Field visit 

Extra curricular activites 

good 

good 

Real time example is necessary. 



Need more practical knowledge. 

it will be better if the interact with every student. 

It will be better if they interact with every student. 

work hard 

It will be better if they interact with every student 

clean restroom facility is needed,clean classroom is needed,good AC is needed in IT labs 

Its very difficult 

1.Can be more technical and practical 

2.Laboratory session can be more effectively used. 

3.Instead of following single notes, its better to provide more and more notes. 

Teaching is good 

Encouraging the students is not enough.plz monitor them and guide them to their aim .i had 
seen that some 

students only get helps and stufs from dept to move in outside world techwise. Encouraging 
more students with 

their potential my encourag them to move forward. 

self learning 

1.The Concepts Must be cleared in Partical Oriented Techniques 

2.Other than Academic... 

The instituion Must improve Sports..... 

All Sports equipments are here but does not allow to Participate in most of the Competitions.... 

3.College Life is awesome... 

After Compeleting my Degree.... 

I can Realize that it's a best part in college life.. 

Allow the Boys & Girls to interact with each other... 

In the real Competative world 

All Must Face the Problems.... 

We are Trouble in Company to interact & Mingle with Girls... 

The management should provide dedicated time for extra courses other tham the syllabus 

Identify each and every students 

Good 



Real time example 

Interactive to the students 

Using LCD projector more 

Real time example 

Interactive to the students 

Using LCD projector more 

Good 

Best always 

Involve the class more 

Good 

Nothing 

Giving notes with real time examples is better to understand. 

1.Monitoring Individual Students according to their performance levels 

2.Informing students about the scopes and new technologies 

3 Taking Industrial visits for real - life demos 

No suggestions 

Discuss more example 

Relate to real world examples 

More ppts 

most of the Facilities are friendly and share there knowledge to students and encourage in 
person skills and 

study's 

1.improve standard of education 2.give more importance to practical 

3.technical skill to be motivated 

Knowledged persons should be there in a way they could explain real world examples to us. 

Energetic vibes should be there to makes students in a class active and interestic 

Field oriented task and competition should be conducted to find out the outgoing students and 
make them as a 

guide to encourage their friends too to achieve it. 

be free to every one 

be moderate 



be like a friend 

Excellent 

No 

Yo take full syllabus with effecient teaching staffs. 

No suggestions just follow what they are teaching and concentrate in unit tests 

- 

Can use more practical classes 

NIL 

Follow up the students n grow up there mind set. Move with friendly to understand students 
then improve they 

talent 

Nothing all good 

No 

Practical knowledge should be improved 

Could be better if the syllabus are covered by using real time examples 

Most satisfied with all the activities done by my Institution 

Good 

Need improvement 

Could be more practical 

Interact with the students 

Include more video sessions 

Provide materials 

Give more video classes 

Please make sure every information is passed to each and every student 

A better WiFi connectivity 

Improved reference books collection 

Better 

Good 

No need for improvement 

More case studies 



More IV 

Guest lectures not sufficient 

Good no improvement required 

No suggestion everything is good 

practical teaching must be initiated for better understanding 

already our teachers teaching very well.we never want any Improvement 

the teaching was good but we need some extra information to study 

To use LCD and allow students to explore more. 

To teach in ENGLISH. 

Overall my institutions is good. 

need more interaction with students 

to have more practical in teaching 

PROFESSORS NEED TO TEACH THE THEORETICAL CONCEPT ALONG WITH REAL LIFE 

APPLICATIONS 

PROFESSOR SHOULD UNDERSTAND THE LISTENING CAPACITY OF EVERY STUDENT AND 

SHOULD TRY TO CHANGE THEIR TEACHING METHODOLOGY IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE 

LISTENING CAPACITY OF EVERY STUDENT 

WORKSHOP TO BE CONDUCTED REGULARLY IN ORDER TO UPDATE US ACCORDING TO 

INDUSTRIAL STANDARDS. 

FINALLY A FRIENDLY AND RESPECTFUL COOPERATION AMONG PROFESSORS AND STUDENTS 

WILL IMPROVE THE OVERALL TEACHING-LEARNING EXPERIENCE AND PERFORMANCE AS 

WELL. 

ENCOURAGEMENT IS NEEDED MORE .IF ANY MISBEHAVE OF STUDENTS INFORM TO 

STUDENTS SEPARATELY . 

littel bit slow 

need to encourage not to dimotivate 

teaches should deal with student not to parents 

DEAL ANYTHING ALWAYS WITH STUDENTS. 

Give enough freedom to approach faculties, encourage their ideas and thoughts. 

Smart classes should be frequently arranged for theorey subjects 



More Classes to be taken via Smart class or projectors. 

Teachingprocess can be giving practical,way of teaching is application oriented&the teachers can 
be arranged 

industrail visit for to learn practical 

We need proper industrial visit 

Having more of practical based classes 

Making more of video classes 

More interacting with students 

Teach practically 

Oral questioning can be conducted 

More examples can be given practically 

More projects can be given 

Give importance to laboratory than theory papers, make teaching interesting, the examination 
question paper 

should always contain new questions which is not asked. 

Kindly explain in simple English. 

More video class is need 

Be the best and remains the best... 

Should improve the understanding ability of students by teaching with video classes and teach 
the advancements 

of technology by special classes 

The institute have made all sufficient improvement and some more IV can B conducted 
regarding the study field 

Teaching with more LCD projectors & 

With more live example & 

Solving more problems for problematic papers  

Explain important engineering concepts through ppt and videos. 

Improve time management skills to complete the syllabus on time. 

It will be good enough if it was illustrated practically 

take all the topics in different manner.allways update our knowledge.give good guidance for the 
future... 

Good 



Good 

Just some motivation and time to learn 

Continue the same way they teaching 

The best teacher.... Should reduces the strictness level of eee faculty 

Can provide PPT and some realistic videos of the topic 

The instution should allow students to participate in games 

Motivate students to face challenges both in academic and extracurricular activities and also in 
their real life 

situation. 

Giving assignments inorder to enhance our industrial skills 

It is very useful to us so The Institution please keep it up like this 

They done the job well 

Need projecter class 

Need to encourage extra curricular activities 

More interaction with all students 

they can improve there coordinator ion with students and hod coordination is very worst 

improve pratical learning 

Not allowing us to use network 

All the staffs should understand the student situation while the class is going long 

They can improve teaching by smart classes. 

Teaching by application method 

Make students understand 

nothing much. 

1.Teachers need to use LCD projectors with practical examples such as application oriented of 
the topic. 

Field visit experience needed to be given for students. 

Teachers need to complete syllabus well before on time and give time for preparation. 
Continuous test and 

exams won't improve us in anyway. There needs to be some gap, atleast a day between exams 
for preparation for 

unit test and model exam. There will be effective changes in results if they consider this 
feedback. 



ICT tools can be used for better understanding. 

Encouraging students to participate in technical events. 

Lab periods are in to morning it can be in afternoon because morning everyone would be active 
and it is better to 

have theory classes. 

There should be regular examinations that assess the teacher's knowledge updation 

To teach as clear as possible 

Smart class 

Moderate 

They want to improve a teaching slightly 

Please give OD to attend workshop, seminars etc... 

No idea 

Provide smart class 

Core life skills has to be enhanced 

Instead of exams written, students could be given practical assignments to do that doesn't 
involve knowledge 

alone, but enhance their verbal, reasoning and logical ability 

Have to take more care about the students 

Provide smart class for difficult topics to learn 

Teach more practical & practice. Try to make us to understand all logics. 

please make us as a perfect engineers. 

Must improve teaching method 

We need PowerPoint presentations to understand deeply 

every thing is perfect 

More focus on extra curricular 

We need more English knowledge via teaching 

Use technology to see others in action ,Build positive relationships, 

Teachers can take class interactively 

improve the infrastructure, 

no more quaries ,simply ok..... 

simply good 



Good 

Nothing 

Test 

PPD 

Every teachers should be prepared well for class. 

Every teachers should encourage our extra curricular activities 

Nil 

Very Effective And good teaching staffs 

More practical session can be given 

Internship can be provided 

1.Using LCD projectors etc for better understanding. 

To give some practical examples related to the concept for easy remembarance. 

To give some ideas about the practical applications of the concept and it's importance in day to 
day life. 

Experimental learning 

Practical examples 

Visual learning 

ppt classes are needed 

put full internals for toppers who scores well in semester and dont put by just seeing unit test 
performance 

Don't prepare them for exam prepare them for future with more creative ideas not like same 
what is still going on. 

Facility must give Proper books for all subject 

Teachers could give notes to study. 

*Fees can be reasonably charged 

*Should arrange for more industrial visit 

I feel it would be better if teachers use ICT tools to teach 

Teaching can be more application oriented 

1.Still don't know the purpose of retest in unit exams,instead of having retest u can have 
assessment 

2.very less interaction between teacher and student.If student fails in any subject that doesn't 
mean his 



weakness,on that day he might have been poor health or the circumstances may be different. 

Anna University itself must change their exam scheduling based on single test.They must given 
certain amount 

of time like how company's conduct exam via online..the exam should be open portal.. 

Thank you 

very much satisfied 

they must give sometime to relax 

good 

satisfactory performance 

give extra examples, to concenrate more topics apart form subjects 

must allow phones inside campus 

give freedom 

syllabus should be updated 

1.can be more elaborate 

2.give less homeworks 

3.avoid coaching classes 

use smartboard 

satisfactory 

to give freedom and allow mobiles for learning 

*practical application of the concept should be thought perfectly 

*imposition should not be given because it makes us to hate the particular subject 

*home work shouldn't be given because their is no time to do sub courses/internship/skill rack 
etc 

good 

super teaching 

environment is to good 

smart class for every class 

allow mobile phones, cause we cant able to communicate even in any emergency 

teachers should know the student ability in which they are intrested 

teachers should give equal importance to all the fields 



institute allow students to play for atleast half an hour so that only they are 
studied without pressure 

allow phones 

1.phones or study tabs must be allowed to be inup to date like skill improvement. 

2.conduct retests during collage working hours. 

Environment is too good. 

I suggest that continuous usage of practical application in every study to enhance the thing they 
grasp. 

Please promote the extracurricular activites over studies if they are good at that. 

1)i think that the teachers should teach the students with more class and live examples 

2)we would like the teacher to teach us more things out of the box 

3)finally i would say that all the teacher are good 

needed ict tools while teaching 

every faculties want to encourage in eca 

need more to know apart from studies 

good 

phone must be allowed 

good 

1)i think that the teachers should teach the students with more class and live examples 

2)we would like the teacher to teach us more things out of the box 

they can encourage more.....can give more importance to extra curricular activies other than 
studies 

should give more importance to week students 

NOTHING 

need mobile phones to copeup studies 

1.avoid retests 

2.avoid coaching classes 

3.can be lenient in classes 

allowing mobile phones helps us to learn something 

syllabus should be updated and made more lively 

satisfactory 



*mobile phones should be allowed inside the campus 

* 

very bad 

NOTHING 

good 

good 

1.good well 

2.environment is to good 

3.good teaching 

excellent 

mobile phone must be allowed inside the campus 

must allow phones 

give freedom 

1.Can teach practically with some examples. 

2.Teachers may interact with the students. 

3.Can give some break in between the class time. 

1)i think that the teachers should teach the students with more class and live examples 

2)we would like the teacher to teach us more things out of the box 

need mobile phones to study 

1.avoid coaching classes 

2.avoid retests 

3.should be lenient 

allow mobiles to learn something 

allow laptops inside the campus 

dont make strict rules 

teaching to be made more interesting 

teachers allowed student in which they are intresting 

Give more practical and live teachings 

Allow interactive sessions which are not gender biased 



Allow internet access by allowing mobile phones or tabs or any other form of gadgets in order to 
develop our 

inter personal skills 

WE FEEL BIASED AS 1 YEARS CAN BRING TAB TO COLLEGE IT IS NOT FAIR PLEASE TAKE 

NECESSARY MEASURES 

give more examples 

no suggestions 

better 

no need of coaching class or retest we will improve without retest and coaching class.....they can 
give more 

opportunities over extra curricular activities 

very poor canteen supplies need to improve a lot! 

allow mobile phones cause this college is located in forest not in city! if any emergency we need 
to communicate 

our parents 

required mobiles 

teachers allowed student in which they are intresting 

use smartboards 

I suggest the usage of electronic devices in the college at particular intervals. 

College should promote extra activites and industrial idea. 

The use of smart devices in college will help enhance the people encourage of new thoughts. 

1.good well 

2.good teaching 

environment is ton good 

allow mobile phones 

1)i think that the teachers should teach the students with more class and live examples 

2)we would like the teacher to teach us more things out of the box 

1.be lenient 

2.can be more focused 

3.avoid retests 

allow phones 



smart phones must be allowed 

vera level 

allow laptops ,phones etc 

teaching to be made more lively 

teachers allowed student in which they are intresting 

WORST WORST WORST 

WONT CHANGE EVEN IF WE GIVE FEEDBACK 

THEN WHY SHOULD I WASTE MY TIME? 

very poor teaching,need to improve a lot, allow boys and girls to talk 

needed coaching class at last 2 periods 

conducting retest is just wasting time because students are not sincior in that 

wants to know about manythings apart from subject 

please allow mobiles 

use techology 

1)It would be more effective when projectors etc.,are used to teach. 

2)Break timings can be extended. 

3)Conducting extracurricular activities frequently so that students feel refreshed and 
concentrate in subjects. 

Good perfomance 

Promote the usage of smart phones. 

Staff should encourage new ideas. 

no need of coaching class 

no need of coaching class or retest plzzzz 

1.good well 

2.teaching is too good 

avoid coaching class 

avoid retest 

allowed phone lap top materials 

dissmiss ilamurugan sir and sridevi (hoD) and balaji s&H hod 

. 



examples 

i observed that the teaching well 

I suggest to plant tree more to improve environment good 

I ob 

. 

needed coaching class at last 2 periods 

conducting retest is just wasting time because students are not sincior in that 

wants to know about manythings apart from subject 

1.Can teach with some more examples. 

2.Teacher may interact with students. 

3.Can give some break in between the class hours. 

very poor infrastructure lack of maintanance and boring institution 

can increase the extra curriculum activities 

should use lcd projectors for teaching 

Teachers should use multimedia tools for teaching to improve learning experience 

stop evening classes ,allow mobile phones, 

Good 

It is already better nothing to improve 

Nothing 

Need to use smart class,projector 

Make the session interactive 

To teach with examples in our day to day life . How this will be useful 

satisfied 

Lab sessions are good 

satisfies 

Good 

Good 

Good 

Good 

good 



Good 

GOOD ,INTERACTIVE 

Good 

Good 

Good 

GOOD, 

Good 

Good 

NEED MORE INTERACTION 

very good 

NEED MORE PRACTICAL SESSION 

good 

NEED MORE VIDEO CLASSES 

excellent 

good 

SATISFACTION 

SATISFY 

GOOD 

good 

good 

good 

good 

More activities, examples to explain concepts, organising field trips, workshops, seminars 

To mold students as engineer not as graduate. 

2.Practical way of teaching. 

Encourage students to learn based on job requirements. 

sairam 

USING DIGITAL METHODS FOR TEACHING WILL BE USEFUL AND ALLOWING GADGETS INSIDE 

THE INSTITUTION 

Good 



Actually they are good in monitoring students instead the management can also evaluate 
teachers once in a while. 

Cannot blame all the faculty but there are some, one or two who literally don't deserve to be a 
lecturer . And 

moreover complaints from students are ignored by the management . And that should have 
some change .overall , 

students of ug degree will have a better learning experience than pg students . 

good 

tablets can be allowed in the clg campus for study purpose. 

mobile tablets can be allowed in college campus for educational purpose. 

good 

the teaching level is already in high 

Teaching well 

Teaching mostly in thetorical basis.. We need some practical approach... To learn and 
understand in easier way 

They have to clearly define what they are trying to say. A mam in my class was running so fast on 
the syllabus so 

it's been hard to catch what she is exactly delivering other than this everything quite good. 

It got a good learning experience from my institution . 

My faculty members are the best in teaching and they are easy approachable. 

Good 

Can teach using real-time projects and world 

Try to identify students skills and then encourage... Give an importance to sports Or 
extracurricular activities not 

only to studies...... Identity the inner potential of the students 

Sairam is the best place for students 

The institution is doing well. The learning experience helps to develop my skills in all required 
aspects. 

Every thing is fine 

We need some examples of concept 

No suggestions 

teachers can teach students with LED projector with multimedia etc... 

Very well, nice 



No improvement 

Good 

No Improvement reqiured 

Improvement required 

Overall teaching is good 

NA 

Good 

No suggestions 

Moderate level in inculcating the ideas that teacher like to share. 

In depth knowledge of subject is not acquired by the students. 

Teaching is completely based on marks, not the knowledge. 

Also good 

Everything is perfect 

Allow us to present a seminar in the class 

need individual concentretion 

easy to communicate with the staffs. 

students are easily able to gain additional knowledge. 

easy to learn and gain more knowledge 

easy to gain knowledge and improve our ability 

want to teach application oriented. 

needed practical exposure towards our department oriented subjects 

want more interactive class sessions. 

want more additional cooperation with students. 

needed more live video session regarding our subjects 

want more practice questions towards university examinations. 

Needed more examples and applications regarding suitable subjects. 

want to be patience of student activities. 

need video classes 

Attendance may be relaxed 

need laptop access 



............. 

..................................................................................................................................... 

it already better 

slow and steady wins the race 

1.Detailed and Practical explanation 

2.Clear way of explanation 

3.should also include advanced concepts 

ICT tools can be used 

Interactive sessions and student oriented programs can be conducted 

Use of technological gadgets can be permitted inside the campus 

update the technology in college 

experimental class should be given to all the subjects 

good skills 

good class 

good teachers 

Call taxi fare is Rs.100 for the first 1 /5 km and Rs. 20 for each 1/5 km thereafter. The call taxi 
fare for a 4 km 

ride is 

they did not allow phone to bring 

it already better 

Nothing to say!!!keep rocking and keep more interactive sessions to develop personal skills 

i expect better teaching 

teachers can explain the concept with example 

excellent service 

best teaching experience 

hope this continues till my final year 

thank you 

Teaching is very good 

teachers can give more example for basics 

Nil 



super,rockking,cool 

maintain the same 

i except better teaching 

to be intrective,tobe applicable 

to reduce the strict 

to be interactive 

want to be patience of student activities. 

needed to give practical sessions 

needed to give additional department oriented knowledge. 

want to improve the practical knowledge 

want to develop the infrastructure of the class 

needs to improve the additional technical knowledge 

needed more industrial visit to gain company knowledge 

needed more practical sessions 

needed more video session classes 

wanted more video class sessions 

need to improve the infrastructure of the classes 

want to be more patience 

needed more practical class sessions 

need to be more interactive sessions 

need more seminar sessions 

need more mechanical oriented video sessons 

Need more seminar classes to improve communication. 

need more interactive sessions. 

want more seminar classes. 

needed more interactive motivational sessions. 

want to motivate students 

needed more video sessions regarding our department. 

needs to be more motivation to students. 

needed more seminar sessions. 



By teaching with more as practical to gain our practical knowledge.. 

Crtical problem solve 

Good 

good 

good 

very good 


